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1 - FACT SHEET

OUR PRODUCT OFFERING
Mapping Control, onboard telematics specialists, are authors of a 
modular software suite dedicated to fleet management optimisation. 
Our product targets cost reduction and improving mobile employee 
productivity. The connected vehicle is our domain.
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Mapping Control’s turnkey solution provides the soft-
ware platform, the supply and installation of onboard 
telematics units and mobile device applications for 
drivers and supervisors.

Our subsidiary, Optimum Automotive (100%-owned 
by Mapping Control), provides training on the software 
package, guides you through fleet integration and 
trains your drivers. Optimum Automotive designs, 
develops and markets a tool under the same name 
and provides comprehensive consultancy services for 
fleet managers. Their specialist teams deal with all the 
necessary activities, from initial setup of the details 
of your car fleet in the database, to providing fully 
subcontracted delegated fleet management services.

Our Moroccan subsidiary, MAPPING CONTROL 
Morocco, created in 2016, is our bridgehead onto 
the African continent. It has signed a major trade 
agreement with the insurance division of the SAHAM 
Group, Morocco and Africa’s leading insurer.
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Our product offering continues to grow. It is now 
made up of 8 functional modules, allowing driver 
and/or vehicle data to be analysed. They are available 
through a single web platform. And in 2016, MAPPING 
CONTROL presented a whole new business solution, 
Optimum Automotive, which provides end-to-end 
management of each stage of fleet management: 
car policy, renewals, price comparison tool, deliveries 
management and tracking, etc.
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CLIENTS
• Businesses (artisans and professionals, from VSBs to major corporates); regional and local authorities.
• The Automotive industry (manufacturers, leasing companies, insurers, etc.).

1 - FACT SHEET

THE COMPANY
Mapping Control is a French company. Its shareholding, made up of 
institutional and private shareholders (the Founders), ensures stability 
and sustainability. In June 2015, we raised 2 M€ in funds from Finadvance 
and its longstanding shareholders - S.C.R Provençale et Corse (B.P.P.C. 
Group), PACA Investissement and PBA - to support our national and 
international development.

Created: 2006 

Equity: 2 M€ 

Annual business growth rate: 
+ 200% over 3 years. From 2013 to 2015, the number of 
vehicles equipped with Mapping Control technology 
rose from 8,000 to 60,000.

No. of staff: 60 people, of which a 16-strong national 
sales force. 

- Accredited “Innovative Enterprise”  
(awarded by the public investment bank, Bpifrance) 

- Member of the SCS Competitiveness Cluster  
(SCS - Solutions for Secure Communications) 

- Accepted in SME Accelerator, ‘Acceleration’ 
pilot scheme for innovative SMEs, run by the 
Regional Agency for Business Innovation and 
Internationalisation in the PACA region (mandated 
by Bpifrance)

Our countries and partners: France, Switzerland, 
Germany, Spain, Africa (including Morocco), Gadeloupe, 
Reunion Island. 

The solution requires a control unit to be installed in 
each vehicle (onboard telematics). Mapping Control 
works with a network of 65 fitters who install and 
remove them. 

SOME OF OUR CUSTOMERS
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2 - MAPPING CONTROL’S BUSINESS MODEL

Mapping Control has developed a dual approach to the market, targeting 
both the end users and the professionals of the sector.

SERVICE PROVIDING
Mapping Control is also a service provider, marketing its 
solution to businesses and local or regional authorities. 
This solution currently comprises 8 functional modules 
that enable in-depth, long-term, concrete analysis of the 
fleet of vehicles and trips made, with the aim of reducing 
costs and improving driver team productivity. 

The 8 modules: Car Sharing, Fleet Management, Data 
Exchange, Vehicle Tracking, Mobility, Protection, 
Driving Analysis, Tax Management.

These options are offered by Mapping Control’s direct 
sales force, either under its own brand or rebranded with 
the client’s own logo.

The modular approach allows any size of organisation 
to be served according to its real needs. The selected 
solution offers only those modules that are truly useful, 
based on the company’s profile and business activities. 
The solution is fully customisable, providing complete à 
la carte selection. There are no mandatory modules. For 
artisans and professionals who manage a very small fleet, 4 
modules will provide full optimisation: Vehicle Tracking, Tax 
Management, Protection and Mobility. For companies that 
manage a large fleet, Driving Analysis, Fleet Management, 
Car Sharing and Data Exchange will complete the 
original  set.

All the analyses are available on a single user-friendly 
platform. Dashboards with tables and dynamic charts 
ensure the information is clear, easy to read and highly 
effective.
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Customers for this service come from across the auto-
motive industry: business solution, roadside assistance 
and maintenance providers; insurers; dealerships; car 
rental firms; energy-saving training companies; manu-
facturers, etc.

They all have their specific needs. 

For example, energy-saving training companies 
want driving scores and driver behaviour, to create 
new training services around interactive monitoring 
of the driver.

Manufacturers use mileage and maintenance data to 
optimise vehicle renewal cycles and contract mileage 
limits, and they analyse the diagnostics. 

Using the same data, car rental firms will optimise 
vehicle renewal cycles and contract mileage limits, 
while dealerships and distributors seek to increase 
workshop business levels, as well as optimising vehicle 
renewal cycles. 

For insurers, the important data are driving scores, 
driver behaviour and GPS positioning. They use them 
to develop new offerings and reduce rates, particularly 
targeting young drivers or people who have high 
premiums.

Maintenance providers use mileage and 
maintenance data to optimise customer marketing 
activities and generate new business. 

Based on mileage, GPS positioning and their trade 
history with the member and the breakdown service, 
roadside assistance providers can automate their 
dialogue and provide innovative mobile application 
services to their members.

Finally, business solution providers (transport 
management , fleet management, mobility 
applications) integrate data such as mileage, fuel 
efficiency, GPS positioning / alerts and contract 
mileage monitoring, to ensure their tools provide 
dynamic, reliable information.
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2 - MAPPING CONTROL’S BUSINESS MODEL

DATA PROVISIONING
Mapping Control is also a Data Provider. We market vehicle and driver data 
collected by our modules (Driving Analysis, Diagnostics, Fuel Efficiency, Mileage, 
GPS Positioning) to professionals in the sector. 
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1 – ANALYSE 
the TCO (total cost of ownership audit) and identify optimisation targets.

STEP 2: SELECT THE RIGHT SERVICES 
Individual service selection for each vehicle and driver

3 - REDUCE 
fleet costs and increase mobile 
employee productivity.
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3 - OUR 3-STEP METHODOLOGY
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3 - OUR 3-STEP METHODOLOGY

Vehicle TCO 
- purchase price / financing costs / foreseeable 

resale value 
- fuel efficiency / maintenance costs / tyres 
- taxation and social charges, which make up 

20% to 30% of PV TCO: 
• Company car tax (CCT) based on CO2 

emission levels 
• Non-deductible depreciation (NDD) on 

PVs > £14,500 
• Social charges on benefits in kind 

Driver TCO 
(linked to driver behaviour) 

- fuel efficiency / upkeep 
- insurance claims, leading to increased 

premiums 
- costs of repair 

Driver TCO can increase the vehicle TCO by 20% 
to 50%.

Fleet management TCO 
- administrative and management costs 
- time and effort spent on these tasks (including time 

spent on orders, registrations and refunds)

Generally, savings of £80 to £250 per month and per 
vehicle can be made.

Mapping Control carries out an in-depth audit. Using 
an expert system, the analysis identifies the key action 
vectors, so the perfect set of functional modules can 
be selected. Services selection is based on:

• vehicle types (PV / CV) 
• driver activity
• fleet management method

STEP 1:
situation audit 
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Mapping Control collects, compiles and analyses the data, 
and feeds it into the service platform.
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3 - OUR 3-STEP METHODOLOGY

STEP 2:
select the right services

After the audit,  Mapping Control selects the 
appropriate services and connects the vehicles.

STEP 3: 
take action to reduce costs

Setting up automatic alerts and reports will show 
you and your management team, every day, just how 
effective onboard telematics are as a tool for making 
real and substantial savings. 

Web-based platform (SaaS)

Collected data are automatically uploaded and analysed 
by the platform. Highly visual dashboard designs make it 
easy for decision-makers and drivers to take in and under-
stand the information. 

The analyses, alerts and reporting that our software pro-
vides, plus its full interconnectivity with your company’s 
business software, mean management is made easy and 
costs are optimised.

From the first month the system goes live, your 
company will be able to benefit from lessons learned 
and be able to start putting your savings and resource 
optimisation plan into action.
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4 - A MODULAR OFFERING
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8 MODULES, ACCESSIBLE FROM A SINGLE 
PLATFORM ON A NEEDS-BASIS

Improved mileage control lets you monitor servicing and contracts better. 
Per-mile costs will be reduced and you can optimise your options and lease 
contract management 

Key software features:
• Management and monitoring of vehicle servicing and 

legal obligations 
• Financial management of vehicles, contract mileage 

limits, CCT calculation, renewals optimisation 
• Configuration of alerts: services, contract mileage 

limits (long-term rentals), fuel efficiency, MOT, etc. 

• Fines and accident tracking, fuel card integration, 
etc. 

• Comprehensive financial and administrative 
management of vehicles and drivers, to optimise the 
TCO and the fleet

Order workflow management
• Help when defining your Car Policy, thanks to 

a connection to the JATO database. JATO is the 
benchmark in multi-model, multi-manufacturer 
automotive databases

• Price comparison tool: your requirements are sent 
to leasing companies and we show you the results 
in our cost comparer

• Orders and deliveries management: the buyer 
chooses their vehicle in the UI, then OPTIMUM 
AUTOMOTIVE takes charge, making sure all 
operations run smoothly from sending the order 
through to delivery to the dealership

• Renewal automation: at the end of the rental 
contract, a new purchase cycle is initialised.

Intelligent Cost Analysis
Supplier invoices are imported into the tool and 
analysed. Any deviations from forecast or anomalies 
will trigger an alert. OPTIMUM AUTOMOTIVE provides 
recommendations. This module allows analysis 
of actual costs against forecast budgets across all 
suppliers (leasing companies, fuel providers, tyre 
producers, maintenance providers, insurers, etc.).

The tool is linked to your company's information 
system, enabling direct export of data to the 
accounting system (costs, recoverable VAT etc.). 
Fully configurable monthly reports provide the Fleet 
Manager with key indicators.

In the 1st quarter of 2016, MAPPING CONTROL launched a specialised 
tool, OPTIMUM AUTOMOTIVE, to manage, guide and streamline the 
full fleet leasing life cycle.
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4 - A MODULAR OFFERING

Improved route planning and validation optimise mileage and refuelling. 
These, together with reduced fuel costs and optimised servicing and tyre 
usage, etc., rapidly generate tangible savings.

Improved benefits in kind and/or mileage allowance 
calculations enable financial optimisation. Tax and/or social 
charge costs are reduced.

Key software features:
• Instant GPS positioning 
• Trip history 
• Proximity searches 
• Optimised route planning 

• Geofencing, corridoring 
• Traffic conditions 
• GPS guidance

Key software features:
• Optimisation of benefits in kind 

(company cars in each company)
• Automation of mileage reports 

(for professionals and self-employed)
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This application focuses on managing missions and activities in the 
field, with instant production of logs and reports. With this tool you can 
optimise mileage, reduce communication costs and be more reactive. It will 
allow you to reduce fuel costs, optimise servicing and tyre usage and so on. 
The application is available on all types of mobile terminals: Smartphones, 
notebooks, tablets, etc.

Key software features:
• Mission and field activity management, sales 

activity, surveys, polls, etc. 
• Generation of forms, dockets, mission orders, logs, 

signatures, etc. 
• Interactive push tools 

Goals: 
• Fuel efficiency reduction 
• Emissions reduction (CO2, NO2, etc.) 
• Claims and accidents reduction 
• TCO reduction 
• Reduction of stress at the steering wheel 

The application has two interfaces, one for drivers 
and the other for supervisors. It provides the follow-
ing information:

• Fleet tracking
• Placing a vehicle under surveillance 
• Local fuel prices 
• Paper free service record 
• Special offers 
• Driving analysis and tips
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(risk prevention, energy-saving driving)

A 3-step approach, managed through the platform: diagnostics (constant 
driving analysis), driver training and consolidation (communication, 
incentives, challenges).

Together with its partner Actua Training, Mapping 
Control offers training in eco-prevention, a global 
driver training program for drivers on a 36 to 48 
month project. Progress monitoring is provided via 
the onboard telematic units and the applications. 
The training combines prevention of road risks and 
energy-saving driving. It is delivered through a mix of 
e-learning and circuit training.
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Solution for private users: 
• Theft Protection 
• Additional services 

(fuel efficiency, upkeep, 
special offers)
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Resource pooling reduces fleet expenses and leads to a reduction in the 
global cost of the fleet.

Uploading vehicle data allows breakdowns to be anticipated and helps build 
customer loyalty. The goal is to provide interactive maintenance tracking, 
risk prevention, breakdown anticipation, technical data exchange, etc.

Improving vehicle and contents anti-theft security leads to 
reduced insurance premiums and excess rates for theft.

Key software features:
• Bookings made through a PC Web interface (SaaS), 

or a mobile device (such as a Smartphone) 
• Key management: key table, open via id., Bluetooth 

code, RFID tag 
• Invoicing: by individual or entity.  

Invoicing statistics, costs and profitability tracking, 
free / payable rentals 

• Other functions: fuel map management, cost 
management (import), vehicle / driver segment 
selection, reservations and usage analysis.

Key software features:
• Anti-theft and abnormal 

movements protection 
• Vehicles and goods 
• Construction equipment,  

trailers, etc. 
• Containers 
• Remote maintenance
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Key software features:
• Technical escalations and identification

• Diagnostics
• Remote maintenance
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CONNECTED VEHICLES
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